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Live authentication

Live review of exam recording

Flagged violations with video

Human audit

Reporting and analytics

Live authentication

Live, low-ratio proctoring

Real-time, on-screen support

Immediate exam intervention

Pause/resume exam function

Flagged violations with video

Human audit

Reporting and analytics
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Committed to today’s demand
for secure, convenient, and
cost-effective online testing,
Examity offers multimodal
ID verification and proctoring
to more 500 corporations,
universities and testing
organizations.

A pioneer in online test security,
Examity’s sophisticated
technology, platform integration,
and enterprise-level support
are built to extend the reach
of certification and licensure
programs.

Seamless and secure
online proctoring  

Auto authentication

Auto proctoring

Violations with video

 PremiumStandard

Automated 

Auto authentication

Auto proctoring

Violations with video

Human audit+
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Why Examity?
Leading the industry with the lowest average candidate-to-proctor ratio, Examity provides 
the highest level of exam security and service. What’s more, our flexible solutions ensure 
we can meet any and all of your online proctoring needs.

examity.com    |    855.EXAMITY    |    info@examity.com 

Interested in learning more?  
Contact the Examity team today to hear about our 

online proctoring solution.

Reach
With our online delivery model, you can grow your programme without the need to 
locate seats for your candidates. What’s more, this approach allows you to 
eliminate gaps in coverage. 

Content Security
We appreciate the significant investment you make in content and our solution 
reduces exposure. Through our integration, content never leaves your system 
ensuring an extra layer of security and peace of mind.

Candidate Convenience
Available 24/7/365, anywhere an Internet connection is present, we provide your 
candidates with the opportunity to complete their exams when and where it is 
convenient for them.

Credential Protection
Examity represents the most secure online proctoring solution in the industry. 
Partnering with our team means your reputation is protected.

Full Integration
Our experienced team can integrate with any candidate management system or 
test delivery platform. Examity’s extensive APIs enable tailored experiences, 
custom data sources and unique workflows.


